Auth0 Integration Terms of Use

Thank you for choosing to enable an Auth0 Integration in the Auth0 Marketplace! Auth0 Integrations come in a few different varieties and, as will be explained below, different legal terms for your use of each Auth0 Integration will apply. Since you are enabling an Auth0 Integration, we know that you are already an Auth0 customer, and you have agreed to (a) the Auth0 Marketplace Terms of Use for your use of the Marketplace and (b) our Terms of Service (if you are a Free, Developer, or Developer Pro customer) or Subscription Agreement (if you are an Enterprise Customer), or such other applicable agreement between you and Auth0 as applies to your access to and use of Auth0’s subscription services (each, a “Subscription Agreement”). These Auth0 Integration Terms of Use (“Integration Terms”) are incorporated into and made subject to the Subscription Agreement by this reference, solely with respect to the Auth0 Integrations that you have enabled. Capitalized terms used but not defined herein have the meanings ascribed to them in the Marketplace Terms of Use or your Auth0 Subscription Agreement (as applicable).

1. Auth0 Supported Integrations. Auth0 Integrations that are designated in the Marketplace as “Auth0 Supported” are “Auth0 Supported Integrations.” Auth0 Supported Integrations are considered to be part of the Auth0 Platform for the purposes of your Auth0 Subscription Agreement and for customer support.

2. Auth0 Integrations that are Community Supported. Auth0 Integrations that are designated in the Marketplace as “Community Supported” are “Community Supported Auth0 Integrations.” Community Supported Auth0 Integrations are considered to be Supplemental Materials for the purposes of your Auth0 Subscription Agreement and these Integration Terms. Among other things, this means that Auth0 does not provide performance warranties or customer support warranties for Community Supported Auth0 Integrations. You have the limited right to use Community Supported Auth0 Integrations with the Auth0 Platform for their intended purpose until Auth0 terminates that right upon notice to you or your Auth0 Subscription Agreement is terminated or expires (whichever happens first) (“Limited Use Right”).

3. Auth0 Integration Guides and Documentation. Some Auth0 Integrations contain instructional information and may contain small snippets of code (“Code Snippets”). These are called “Auth0 Integration Guides.” Auth0 Integration Guides are considered to be Supplemental Materials for the purposes of your Auth0 Subscription Agreement and these Integration Terms. Auth0 grants you a Limited Use Right to use the Auth0 Integration Guide and grants you a license to use Code Snippets under the MIT License.

4. All Other Auth0 Integrations. If an Auth0 Integration is not an Auth0 Supported Integration, Community Supported Auth0 Integration, or an Auth0 Integration Guide, Auth0 grants you a Limited Use Right for that Integration and the Integration is considered to be Supplemental Materials under your Auth0 Subscription Agreement and these Integration Terms.
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